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recording sound files from any
audio.It has been called

"Google's secret plan to send
your data to China" and "a
villainous merger" by the

Australian opposition. But one
former Google executive has

said he supported the union for
the realisation of Google's

dream of "total global
domination". In 2012, a

coalition of anti-trust activists
and European Commission

officials launched an
investigation into allegations
that Google had abused its

dominant position in search by
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unfairly promoting its own
products and demoting those

of its rivals. The case was
dismissed in July 2015. Now a

group of former Google
executives have published a
book, Master Plan: Google's

Road to World Domination, in
which they defend their

employer by arguing the case
was wrongly brought and has
been dismissed. The book, co-

authored by Matt Sullivan,
described the anti-trust case as
a "lunatic fringe" and said the
"solaris" - a reference to the

solar system - who pushed for
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the action were "anti-Google
hysterics". The book has
angered some Google

employees and is likely to fuel
further accusations that the

search giant was attempting to
tighten its grip on the market

for internet services. "Google is
no closer to achieving its goal
of total global domination than
when the scandal started," the

authors wrote. "If not for
the'solaris', Google would have
achieved its grand plan years
ago." The authors - including

founding Google vice president
Jason Jones, former YouTube
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chief Steve Chen and former
Google Australia CEO Barry
Haigh - argue the campaign
was a "wacky business stunt

from the start" and those who
brought the action were

"overreaching zealots". 'The
solaris' are a "collection of

Google enemies," the authors
wrote. "They are so in love with

Google's success, they are
unable to let the company's

greatest achievement go
unpunished." The book

describes the solaris as a
coalition of anti-trust activists

including Tim Wu, the
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Columbia law professor who
coined the term "net

neutrality". Wu was also the
inspiration for Google's co-
founders Larry Page and
Sergey Brin. The authors

described the "solaris" as a
"collection of Google enemies"

and said those who brought
the case were "overreaching
zealots". ( Supplied: Master

Plan: Google's Road to World
Domination ) The authors were
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